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The global recognition of the benefits of green schools at an operational, educational, 
environmental, and community level is growing and reaching more educators and 
school administrators.  This is true in both developed and developing nations. 
Nevertheless, most of the resources to date have been targeted for developed nations.  
This toolkit seeks to address the unique attributes and contexts of developing nations, 
specifically in tropical climates and focusing on easy-to-replicate and affordable green 
practices aligned with the Whole School Sustainability Framework.  The examples and 
case studies presented in this toolkit are from a successful, low-funded private school 
in Costa Rica.  These stories show that that a green school can be created even in 
geographically remote schools with limited funding. We hope that through this paper 
more school administrators and teachers who lack understanding and experience 
in green school strategies can be inspired and motivated to take the step into 
implementing Whole School Sustainability as a mean to integrate environmental and 
social literacy into an enhanced academic program and learning environment.
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ABOUT IBE The Institute for the Built Environment is based at Colorado State University. We form 
interdisciplinary teams of faculty, students, and off-campus professionals to take 
research to practice. At our heart, we develop and educate sustainability leaders at CSU.  
Our mission is to advance the development of healthy, thriving built environments.  
We work with building owners, organizations, and communities to develop strategic 
programs that increase alignment, build team capacity, and meet sustainability goals. PREFACE

Since 1994, IBE has been supporting K-12 schools in designing and implementing whole-school sustainability plans. 
In 2014, IBE’s Whole-School Sustainability Framework was published by the Center for Green Schools at the U.S. 
Green Building Council. This Framework, developed by Stephanie Barr, a mentee and co-worker at Colorado State 
University (CSU), offers guiding principles for integrating sustainability into all aspects of a school organization, and 
has served as a foundation for many schools embarking on sustainability initiatives. Green Schools in the Tropics 
builds upon the Whole-School Sustainability Framework, offering actionable green projects that are accessible for 
schools of any budget and location.

In my years of working with schools, I’ve had the pleasure of researching and teaching many others about the
promise of healthy, green schools. A particularly meaningful expedition to speak at a Costa Rica sustainability
congress afforded me the opportunity to meet Estefania, who came to the congress excited to learn about
the Whole-School Sustainability Framework. “Tefa” quickly grabbed hold of the Framework and applied it
with vigor to a low-funded Costa Rican school. Subsequently, she attended CSU, determined to develop the
research and communication abilities to help her effectively convey her message: that sustainability can, and
must, be integrated into all schools, regardless of funding or location.

Tefa’s enticing “toolkit” and curriculum examples—from creating colorful school ground equipment with recycled
tires to designing and operating a fish pond—will no doubt inspire teachers and school administrators
alike to create their own low-cost projects and lesson plans. It is my sincere hope that many others will follow
Tefa’s lead. Integrating sustainability into ALL schools will help equip generations of students to understand
how sustainability can help teams address and solve local and global environmental and social problems.

Brian Dunbar, WELL AP, LEED Fellow
Executive Director, Institute for the Built Environment
Colorado State University



Section 1

THE RESEARCH

INTRODUCTION
The global recognition of the benefits of green schools at an 
operational, educational, environmental, and community 
level is growing and reaching more educators and school 
administrators. This is true in both developed and developing 
nations. Nevertheless, most resources to date have been 
targeted to schools in developed nations. This toolkit seeks 
to address the unique challenges of low-funded schools in 
tropical climates, by focusing on affordable, easy-to-replicate 
green practices aligned with the Whole-School Sustainability 
Framework (1).

The lesson plans and examples presented in this toolkit were 
implemented by schools in Costa Rica and Indonesia that 
operated on limited funds. The toolkit features more than a 
dozen green projects that can be implemented for less than 
$250. These successes illustrate that geographically remote 
schools with limited funding can be green. We hope this 
toolkit will inspire more school administrators and teachers 
to implement whole-school sustainability as a means to 

enhance environmental and social literacy—whether they 
live in the tropics or elsewhere in a low-funded school 
district.

GLOBAL TRENDS IN GREEN SCHOOLS
The Institute for the Built Environment’s comprehensive 
Whole-School Sustainability Framework, published in 
2014 by the Center for Green Schools at the U.S. Green 
Building Council (USGBC), provides thorough guidance for 
implementing sustainability programs in schools. Research 
on the social, academic, and emotional benefits that 
students receive when attending green schools (2, 3) shows 
that children’s environmental attitudes and behaviors 
are cultivated when attending schools that integrate 
sustainability into their physical design (2). Studies and 
advanced research have also shown the direct relationship 
between green infrastructure and practices with lower 
operational costs for schools and increased environmental 
benefits for surrounding communities (2, 4). Organizations such 
as the Center for Green Schools at USGBC, the Green Schools 
National Network, and the Australian Research Institute 

in Education for Sustainability are connecting researchers, 
educators, and administrators from around the world 
who are committed to whole-school sustainability. These 
organizations and others are educating school administrators, 
teachers, curriculum developers, and governmental 
education departments on the feasibility and promise of 
following whole-school sustainability principles. As a result of 
this growing evidence and support, sustainable schools are 
on the rise globally.

THE NEED TO ADVANCE GREEN 
SCHOOLS IN THE TROPICS
The challenges toward green school status have been 
undertaken by many schools in countries such as Australia, 
Canada, New Zealand, the United Kingdom, and the 
United States. Whole-school sustainability efforts in these 
countries include integration of environmental education 
within academics, creation of sustainability education 
frameworks, and development of sustainable infrastructural 
features within school buildings (3, 4, 5, 6). Isolated examples 
of successful green schools and development of education 
for sustainability workshops in countries such as Puerto 
Rico, Costa Rica, Mexico, Brazil and Indonesia (7,8,9,10, 11) show 
that sustainability can thrive in the tropics. However, the 
limited examples illustrate that adoption of whole-school 
sustainability is primarily happening informally. This lack 
of adoption could be attributed to limited training and 
resources on whole-school sustainability, as well as the 
assumption that sustainability can only be implemented 
in affluent schools. There is a strong need to disseminate 
information to developing countries that shows teachers, 
administrators, and even governments how school 
sustainability strategies can be adapted to their financial, 
administrative, academic, and climate conditions.

Schools in the tropics are often under budget constraints; 
therefore, expanding the green school movement to the 
tropics requires breaking the stereotype that green schools 
can only be created with large budgets. Moreover, providing 
grassroots education and resources to teachers and school 
administrators is essential, as government-led initiatives are 
less likely.

Finally, an important justification for supporting the 
advancement of green schools in the tropics is that 
developing countries have a critical role to play in global 
climate change, and will likely be the first impacted by rising 
temperatures.

Green schools improve students’ learning environment, 
celebrate culture, reduce environmental footprints, and 
lower costs. Less known is that green schools also increase 
ecological literacy by fostering mindful students who 
can become social and environmental stewards in their 
communities.

Students who attend rural, tropical schools typically reside 
in areas that hold great ecological and cultural richness; the 
preservation of these areas can be achieved through the 
empowerment of its surrounding communities, especially 
when younger generations are included. Whole-school 
sustainability provides a compass to deliver educational 
programs that foster youth to actively shape their 
communities’ present and future. Under this consideration, 
we identify whole-school sustainability as a valuable resource 
for strengthening rural populations and an aid that directly 
supports the conservation of natural resources. It is through 
resources such as this toolkit that schools, regardless of their 
location and available resources, will become green. 



Schools can achieve whole-school sustainability through many different approaches. The ideas we introduce in 
this toolkit are affordable, easy to replicate, sustainable solutions for schools facing financial and administrative 
constraints. They were successfully developed with limited funding by schools in Costa Rica and Indonesia. 
Collectively, they address all principles within the Whole-School Sustainability Framework, a free resource available 
for download at https://ibe.colostate.edu.

ABOUT THE WHOLE-SCHOOL SUSTAINABILITY FRAMEWORK
The framework is founded on the imperative that in order to be successful, sustainability requires a whole-system 
approach. A Whole-School Sustainability approach requires individuals from across an organization to work 
together—it cannot be accomplished in a silo. This system framework is organized into the three components of 
schools: organizational culture, physical place, and educational program. Within these three components, we have 
identified a total of nine principles.

THE WHOLE-SCHOOL 
SUSTAINABILITY FRAMEWORK
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Organizational Culture
Organizational culture includes the shared values, social norms, and practices within an organization. Establishing 
sustainability programs and behaviors in a school requires aligning organizational culture with a vision for sustainability. 
To successfully integrate sustainability as a core component of organizational culture, it must align with the organization’s 
established mission, be supported by interdepartmental collaboration, and be communicated effectively.

Catalytic Communication. Desired change is clearly defined and tangible, the vision is communicated through both 
language and action, and comparative feedback is provided.

Interdepartmental Learning. Cross-cutting teams are established, sustainability is integrated into all staff roles, and 
continuous development and evaluation are a part of the learning process. 

Vision & Mission Alignment. The vision uniquely reflects the school community, defines an inspiring image of the future, 
has ambitious and achievable goals. 

Physical Place
A school’s physical place—including the built environment, 
surrounding natural environment, and the resources that 
flow through the school—provides both the context for 
an educational experience and a visible representation 
of school values. To best harness the power of physical 
place, it must be engaging and active, be progressively 
more efficient, and embody systems that enhance human, 
environmental, and economic health.

Engaging & Active Design. School building and site invite 
exploration, flows and impacts are illustrated, and building 
and site provide intentional teaching tools. 

Progressive Efficiency. Progress is made public, 
conservation behavior is a social norm, and policies 
institutionalize progressive efficiency.

Healthy Systems. Operations are guided by a larger 
purpose; human, environmental, and economic priorities 
are synergistic, not in competition; and healthy lifestyles 
are bolstered by school operations.

Educational Program
Connecting people, place, and purpose, a school’s 
educational program brings the vision and mission of a 
school to life. If the school’s vision for sustainability is 
aligned with its core education mission, then sustainability 
will be visible in the educational program through the 
leadership of staff, place-based connections, and the 
activities of students.

Charismatic Champions. Formal leadership supports the 
vision, leaders are empowered at all levels, and decision-
making is transparent and empowering.

Connection to Place. Immediate resources and tools 
are utilized, principles of sustainability are woven 
across curriculum, and the school is utilized as a hub for 
community learning. 

Student Powered. Students are empowered to make 
positive change, students are peer mentors, and students 
are prepared for active citizenship. 



The ideas in this toolkit were successfully developed 
with limited funding by schools in Costa Rica and 
Indonesia, enabling them to create curricula that 
integrated academic excellence, social responsibility, and 
enviornmental equity.

COSTA RICA’S GUANACASTE 
INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY
Located along Costa Rica’s northerwestern coast, 
Guanacaste International Academy (now named Centro 
Educativo GEA) was established in 2009 with the mission 
of delivering quality bilingual education to local families 
that could not afford private education for their children. 
The school’s program of studies revolved around 
individualized and one-on-one teaching methodologies, 
with a strong integration of social and environmental 
components. The school offered financial support to 
more than half of its student population, providing 
access to quality education otherwise beyond their 
families’ reach. Due to directing significant funding to its 
scholarship program, the school operated with limited 
funds. This served as motivation for the team to find 
creative, low-cost solutions to infrastructure needs. Most 
of these sustainable ideas are replicable for other schools 
in the tropics that are operating under similar budget 
constraints. The school’s whole-school sustainability 
approach and these projects helped the school lower 
many of its operational costs while providing spaces for 
experiential, hands-on learning that integrated advanced 
academic concepts and fosters a sustainability ethic.

The sustainability team at Guanacaste International 
Academy was comprised of a small group of passionate 
educators, both formal and informal, who understood that 
quality education can be provided in low-cost educational 
spaces. Moreover, this group aimed to demonstrate that 
environmental stewardship and academic excellence 
can be fostered simultaneously when using creative, 
inexpensive teaching tools and hands-on projects, which 
in turn could help the school’s operational costs. The team 
included the school’s founder and academic principal; 
primary and secondary Science, Mathematics, and Social 
Studies teachers; the school’s head of maintenance 
and cleaning staff; and several local farmers and school 

Model Schools

INDONESIA’S MAHI-MAHI UNDER THE 
TREE
Mahi-Mahi Under the Tree is located on the remote island 
of Simeulue, off the west coast of Sumatra, Indonesia. 
This non-profit school has been operating since July 2017 
and as its name conveys, began under a tree and within 
the property of the social enterprise Mahi-Mahi, which 
operates a small surfing resort as a means to support its 
social and environmental mission. Part of this mission 
is to better prepare the local youth by delivering quality 
academic and environmental education through programs 
that connect the students with their communities and 
natural environments. As the island is dominated by 
poverty and pollution, Mahi-Mahi understood that 
education was key to generate economic and social 
improvements. In 2017, it launched its first educational 
program through English as a Second Language classes for 
students from neighboring communities. 

As there were no formal learning spaces nor teaching 
infrastructure within the resort, the Mahi-Mahi team 
initially created a space in which boys and girls could 
play in a safe and clean environment, by the ocean 
and near their homes. A small group of education 
advocates and Mahi-Mahi staff, local residents, and 
international volunteers, along with an excited group of 
Simeulue students, designed and built the first stage of a 
community playground. Using only tires, bamboo poles, 
and fishing ropes, the team created a small but effective 
playground space. The playground also taught students 
about the need to efficiently reuse waste due to the 
lack of government-provided trash collection services. 
The playground served as a tool to attract students who 
initially were not interested in the English courses and 
now has become a meeting and socializing space for the 
local youth who participate in these classes. Even more- 
so, this project taught both local students and parents 
that healthy learning spaces can be built with materials 
that are considered waste (such as tires) and that they 
can collectively create sustainable projects with as many 
variations and modifications as needed.

parents. 
Student powered. High school students were active 
designers and builders of the school’s tilapia farm, a 
sustainable feature built with support from math and 
science teachers and a local building company. As 
part of the Physics curriculum, students designed the 
system to maintain proper oxygenation in the pool.

Charismatic Champions. Mahi-Mahi staff, neighbors, 
and international volunteers served as English as a 
Second Language teachers during the school’s first 
official lessons. Today, the school delivers English as 
a Second Language curriculum through lessons that 

Connection to place. As part of their math and science 
classes, fourth graders used beach sand and plastic 
bottles collected during a monthly beach cleanup to 
design a chess game.

integrate environmental stewardship.

Engaging & Active Design. Mahi-Mahi Under the Tree’s 
first infrastructure—its community playground—was 
designed with the students’ direct involvement. Students 
were challenged to draw their ideal playground, 
comprised of only tires, bamboo poles, and fishing ropes. 
The design process was developed along with English 
lessons, providing an engaging teaching tool.



A successful green school begins with providing the 
school’s community—primarily students, teachers, 
administrators, and maintenance staff—with the 
foundational knowledge of what sustainability is for a 
school. For this, the school does not need a sustainability 
expert, just a few passionate individuals. These individuals   
can include formal educators, parents, school friends, 
administrative staff, or maintenance staff who are willing 
to take the lead. These leaders should include one or more 
teachers who have reviewed and embraced the Whole-
School Sustainability Framework and can introduce its 
main concepts to the school’s academic staff, including 
principals, teachers, teachers’ assistants, and curriculum 
coordinators.

Discussing the Framework with these stakeholders will 
encourage a holistic learning process and will illustrate 
how green practices can be integrated into a school’s 
curriculum. During this process, the school should establish 
its initial green goals. These can be as simple as selecting 
only one sustainability project to develop during the school 
year and designing its academic integration. As the school 
embarks on its first green project, students, teachers, and 
administrators will learn together that they can achieve 
whole-school sustainability through interdisciplinary 
approaches and low-cost steps. This, in turn, can foster 
new ideas for the school’s overarching sustainability 

goals, refining its vision of sustainability and establishing 
a community of committed green ambassadors and 
progressive learners.

The next steps for creating a green school will require 
other stakeholders, such as extended family members, 
local business owners, and neighbors. By sharing the 
school’s green objectives beyond students and parents, 
the school stands to gain many additional supporters and 
possibly resources.

Green schools can also start small—with one teacher 
implementing a few green projects such as those 
presented in this toolkit and then bringing others on board 
through a collaborative, expansive process.

HOW TO USE THIS TOOLKIT
The green projects in this toolkit promote the 
development of sustainability practices by bringing a 
school’s community together. The projects each enable 
students of all grades, teachers, maintenance staff, and 
community members to work together and learn from 
each other. These projects should be understood as 
multi-graded and interdisciplinary; therefore, teachers 
of different grades, along with curriculum coordinators, 
should identify areas in which their school’s academic 

program can be strengthened by implementing one of the 
projects. It is important that the development of these 
projects be conducted during the lessons of different 
core subjects and collaboratively by different grades. This 
will foster an exchange of ideas between teachers of all 
subjects, supporting multi-subject integration by students 
of many ages. It is also important that when selecting a 
project, teachers consider it an opportunity for students to 
learn from community members that typically would not 
be involved in school activities.

In the following pages, you will find a series of lesson plans 
that include the following components:

•	 Materials: What is needed to build the project
•	 How: Tips for building the project
•	 Who: People to engage in the project
•	 Academic Integration: Ideas for integrating the 

project into curricula (these ideas are intended as 
a starting point and to inspire additional ideas)

•	 Case Example:On the back page of each lesson 
plan, you will find a case example of how a real-
world school implemented the project, and how 
the project exemplifies a specific Whole-School 
Sustainability principle.

To get started, identify which green projects are the best fit 
for your school by considering the materials, process, time, 
available space, funding, most suitable grades to engage, 
and the educators and other staff who will participate. 

For each project, we provide a basic list of material 
options. It is important to understand that this list is a 
guideline and can be easily modified with alternative 
materials. Educators should discuss what materials to use, 
considering replacement materials only if they are easy to 
obtain (based on distance and availability), are low-cost 
or free, require limited maintenance, and are weather-
resistant.

Once you have identified feasible projects, write them 
somewhere permanently visible to staff, such as on a 
whiteboard in the teachers’ lounge. Keep this list up until 
the team has selected the projects to implement. Then, 
select the location where the projects will be developed, 
and keep this information visible to all to encourage 
collaborative, creative thinking. It can be valuable to 
include the school’s definition of sustainability and green 
objectives in this same visible location.

ACADEMIC INTEGRATION
After determining which green projects to pursue, the 
academic staff should discuss which core subjects to 
address through the curriculum and how learning will be 
evaluated (homework, classwork, short tests, etc.). This can 
be intimidating for teachers with no prior knowledge of 
sustainability, but it is as easy as considering each project as a 
topic taught as part of a core subject.

To make curriculum integration simple and enjoyable, 
teachers should have thoroughly reviewed the Whole-School 
Sustainability Framework. This toolkit further supports easy 
application. Each project description includes ideas on how to 
integrate it into a school’s existing curriculum. The examples 
provided are intended as a starting point and may be adapted 
to the school’s available infrastructures and resources; 
tailored to overall academic, social, and environmental goals; 
and built upon with additional activities.

Curriculum integration is best done during a school break 
when teachers and principals meet to review lesson plans 
and the year’s academic program. When defining lesson plan 
improvements, teachers should identify what academic topics 
can be enhanced by creating the green projects. They should 
also determine what percentage of total monthly lessons for 
each core subject will be used for the projects. 

When these green projects are successfully integrated, 
students will learn the breadth of sustainability, which 
goes beyond environmental education. Being exposed to 
the breadth of sustainability considers people (in this case, 
students) as agents of change and does not focus exclusively 
on learning about environmental problems. As a result, 
students will understand how the green practices they 
implement will help their school become more sustainable, 
providing a small, but important, environmental contribution. 

Teachers can assign a variety of activities, in class or as 
homework, so that students can learn broadly about 
sustainability. Exercises may include selected readings, 
documentaries, video programs, and complementary 
essays on topics such as marine degradation due to physical 
and chemical contamination, successful green practices 
implemented at other schools, and waste management 
(ideally related to the country’s policies and procedures), 
amongst others. This toolkit offers ideas for these curricular 
activities. It is important that academic staff take time to 
properly research each sustainability topic to ensure that the 
activities are interactive, up-to-date, and creative.

Section 2

IN PRACTICE



Projects for 
Outdoor Areas
A school is a student’s second home. Whether inside the classroom or outside on the playground, 
students grow, learn, and experiment at school. Well-equipped classrooms are as necessary as 
outdoor spaces for playing and socializing; both should challenge and foster students’ mindfulness 
and their creative, social, and physical skills.

Students and teachers can work together to create healthy, inspiring, and low-cost recreational 
outdoor areas using recycled and locally available materials. Such a sustainable process enables 
schools with limited funding to affordably create spaces essential to learning.

Traditionally, outdoor recreational structures are built using non-environmentally friendly 
materials and are not directly integrated into a school’s curriculum. This toolkit introduces green 
projects that engage students to inexpensively develop their school’s outdoor spaces through 
sustainable techniques that directly support curricula. 



CASE EXAMPLE
MAHI-MAHI UNDER THE TREE, SIMEULUE, INDONESIA

WHOLE-SCHOOL SUSTAINABILITY PRINCIPLE: CONNECTION TO PLACE
“Place” includes the physical and natural environment, as well as the history and culture of the surrounding 
community. Connecting students to their place strengthens the relationship between the school and its community 
and helps students to understand complex, global issues by engaging at a local level.

At Mahi-Mahi Under the Tree, the hanging bench project helped students learn about a key environmental challenge 
faced in their community and throughout their country: deforestation. Because the benches are used in outdoor 
spaces by students of all grades, they serve as a constant reminder of the benefits of using local wood alternatives 
such as bamboo. 

As active designers of the benches, students gained a sense of ownership and pride in their creations, cultivating a 
sustainability mindset that they shared with their families and friends. Creating the benches fostered student interest 
in other projects that could use reclaimed wood and could inspire other schools to do the same.

PROJECT TEAM:
•	 Champion: Parents of local students
•	 Education specialist
•	 Education director
•	 Community volunteers
•	 Local primary grade students and visiting international students

HANGING BENCHES LESSON PLAN

Hanging benches are a fun and inexpensive approach to creating multifunctional outdoor spaces. Several students 
can sit on the bench at the same time, and can use it to swing, socialize, read, or explore outdoor lessons. These 
benches are built from materials that are resistant to heavy rains and high temperatures, ensuring a long life.

Materials How Who
• Two large truck 

tires
• Fishing line or 

cattle rope 
• Bamboo poles 

or treated wood 
planks

1. Put the ends of 2 to 4 bamboo poles 
inside a standing tire.

2. Place poles in parallel, close 
together, and wrap fishing line or 
cattle rope around the poles and 
then around the tire.

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 with a second 
tire on the other side of the poles.

4. Hang each side of the bench from 
strong branches, leaving enough 
space between the bench and 
ground so students can swing safely.

Primary grade students: Paint tires.

Middle school students: Cut ropes 
and help prepare bamboo poles for 
weathering, using natural chemicals.

High school students: Cut bamboo poles, 
wrap ropes around them, and hang the 
benches.

Always supervise students, especially 
those cutting and hanging materials.

Academic Integration
Grade Subject Activity

Primary school Science Research the environmental impact of improper disposal of tires and 
other rubber products on coastal and inland areas. Team students in 
groups to create a presentation on their findings. Invite parents to join 
in the discussion. 

Middle school & 
High school

Social Studies 

Language Arts

Research sustainable uses for reclaimed wood and share successful 
examples in your region/country. Have students write a report 
describing how to create a feature at and for the school using 
reclaimed wood. 

Upper-level 
High school

Social Studies 

Language Arts

Research illegal deforestation, how local/national government 
institutions work against it, the biggest challenges faced to reduce it, 
and proven solutions. Have students present their findings both via a 
written essay and an oral presentation directed to the grades involved 
in creating the benches. As a group project, students can create 
and install posters/signs with explanations on how the wood was 
reclaimed and the benches built.



CASE EXAMPLE
GUANACASTE INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY, COSTA RICA

WHOLE-SCHOOL SUSTAINABILITY PRINCIPLE: CONNECTION TO PLACE
“Place” includes the physical and natural environment, as well as the history and culture of the surrounding community. 
Connecting students to their place strengthens the relationship between the school and its community and helps 
students to understand complex, global issues by engaging at a local level.

This project was an initial effort of Guanacaste International Academy. As part of a bigger plan to achieve the school’s 
green goals through low-cost approaches, the swings were built through an organic process that began with primary 
grade students sharing concerns about the rampant disposal of car tires near their local beach with the school’s 
maintenance manager.

This easy-to-implement project was launched with support from a Mathematics teacher who resided by the beach 
and met with students over several afternoons to collect discarded tires. Their work caught the attention of a local 
businessman, who donated his time and equipment to transport the tires to the school grounds. The school’s 
maintenance manager and principal also visited the town’s port to collect old fishing ropes used by boats that were 
going to be discarded.

With these materials, the swings were built in one day, during a joint Mathematics and Language Arts class, by primary 
grade students with support from the maintenance crew. By allowing the students to apply their concerns about their 
local community in the classroom, this project connected students to their place, and also established new relationships 
between the school and community members.

PROJECT TEAM:
•	 Champion: Mathematics teacher
•	 School principal
•	 Maintenance manager
•	 Maintenance crew members
•	 Primary grade students

SWINGS LESSON PLAN

Tire swings, hung from trees by rope, can be built easily without a large budget, enabling schools to have as many 
swings as desired. Painting the tires with bright colors can create a simple, yet beautiful, outdoor space that culti-
vates connection with the natural world and environmental stewardship. 

Materials How Who
• Small car tires
• Large motorcycle 

tires
• Fishing line or 

cattle rope

1. Tie one end of rope around a tire.
2. Tie the other end from a tree branch 

to hang the tire.
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for as many 

swings as desired.

Primary grade students (ideal, as they will 
be the ones mostly using the swings): Cut 
ropes, paint tires, and choose where to 
hang the swings.

Maintenance crew and volunteers (if 
available): Hang the swings.

Always supervise students, especially those 
cutting and hanging materials.

Academic Integration
Grade Subject Activity

Primary school Language Arts Research and discuss, as a group, the benefits to children of having 
access to outdoor recreational spaces. Assign each student a short essay 
to express his/her opinion on why natural outdoor recreational spaces 
are an important part of his/her learning process. Each participating 
grade can create signs to post in common areas that detail why playing 
and socializing in outdoor spaces, while being disconnected from 
electronics, helps children and teenagers be healthier and happier 
individuals.

Middle school & 
High school

Science: 
Physics

Introduce basic physics concepts, such as force and inertia. In-class 
exercises on these topics can be enriched through hands-on learning 
activities that utilize the swings.



CASE EXAMPLE
GUANACASTE INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY, COSTA RICA

WHOLE-SCHOOL SUSTAINABILITY PRINCIPLE: STUDENT POWERED
Placing students at the center of a sustainability program is critical to the program’s long-term success and 
the cultivation of a generation of sustainability leaders. Students have an endless supply of energy, ideas, and 
enthusiasm; successful schools harness this invaluable, renewable resource.

This project was initially conceived by the school cafeteria’s chef, who expressed interest in having herbs and other 
edible plants used to prepare student meals readily at hand, indoors. During days of heavy rain, she was reluctant 
to collect these ingredients from the outdoor gardens. Supported by the school’s principal, the chef placed and 
stacked several tires near the kitchen, which three- and four-year-old students then filled with soil during a gardening 
lesson. Motivated by how much the school’s indoors were embellished by the plants, high school students requested 
permission from their principal to lead a project to identify key locations throughout campus that could be improved 
by pots containing flowering plants. The students gathered opinions from the entire student body and coordinated 
the construction process with the Mathematics, Science, and the pre-K teacher.

By integrating younger students, the school’s green goals were fostered throughout the entire student population, 
making the process of establishing student commitment to school sustainability a lot easier. It also created 
camaraderie, especially because students worked collaboratively and with the support of specific staff members. 
Older students who needed motivation or deserved recognition led groups of younger students, providing a fully 
integrated project process and ultimately, a 100% student powered project.

PROJECT TEAM:
•	 Champion: Cafeteria chef
•	 Kindergarten, primary, and high school students
•	 Mathematics, Science, and Pre-K teacher
•	 School principal
•	 Maintenance manager and crew
•	 Cafeteria staff

POTS LESSON PLAN

Tires can be used as inexpensive, safe, and durable pots, bringing nature into indoor learning spaces or decorating 
trees and plants in outdoor areas. The tires can be painted and decorated in fun, attractive ways, and used 
to enhance classrooms and common areas, such as hallways and the cafeteria. Tire pots can also be used for 
gardening projects, indoor and outdoor, as they provide excellent protection to seedlings.

Materials How Who
• Car and 

motorcycle tires 
of all sizes

• Soil
• Plants or trees

1. If used to protect young trees or 
seedlings, position the plant first 
and then gently put the tire in a flat 
position to surround the seedling, 
filling the inside of the tire with soil.

2. If used as indoor pots, position the 
tire first, fill it with soil, and then 
place the plant.

Kindergarten and primary students: 
Select the plants, paint the tires, and 
choose the location for the pots.

Middle school and high school students: 
Fill the pots with soil and plant the plants.

Always supervise students, especially 
those cutting and hanging materials.

Academic Integration
Grade Subject Activity

Kindergarten &
Primary school

Art Have students create artwork on the pots that is representative of 
their community or region’s culture and traditions.  Organize an expo 
of the students’ work, inviting parents and family friends; include 
information on waste management best practices for materials such 
as tires.

Middle school Social Studies Research social enterprises in the country that are creating low-cost 
and useful products utilizing tires and rubber as the main material. 
Identify the positive benefits of such enterprises’ activities on local 
communities at an economic, social, and environmental level. 

Lower high school Mathematics Build pots using different numbers and sizes of tires. Afterward, 
introduce concepts such as volume and area. Assign students to 
determine the amount of soil used to fill each pot, the total area 
covered by each pot, and the total area covered by all of the pots.



CASE EXAMPLE
GUANACASTE INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY, COSTA RICA

WHOLE-SCHOOL SUSTAINABILITY PRINCIPLE: CHARISMATIC CHAMPIONS
In schools, both formal and informal leaders have key roles to play in motivating change. Charismatic champions gain 
their authority and ability to influence others through their personal devotion to sustainability. Anyone in a school—
students, custodians, teachers, and principals—has the potential to be a charismatic champion when they share their 
passion to inspire and empower others to change.

At Guanacaste International Academy, this project proved how anyone can champion a green project. The head of 
maintenance brought the “gusano” concept to the academic principal. After seeing countless instances of people in the 
school’s neighboring communities burning old tires, he suggested that the school use the old tires to create a beautiful 
playground. The idea was embraced by all: families provided used tires, students built the gusanos, and teachers 
integrated the project into lesson plans. The head of maintenance guided the construction process and with teacher 
support, appointed students struggling disciplinarily and academically to be team leaders. The gusano project taught the 
entire school that green projects do not necessarily require the help of sustainability professionals.

PROJECT TEAM:
•	 Champion: Head of maintenance
•	 Mathematics primary teacher
•	 School gardener
•	 Middle school and high school students

‘GUSANOS’ (WORMS) LESSON PLAN

When schools have limited budgets for infrastructure, playgrounds are usually the first spaces to become 
neglected. An inexpensive and simple playground structure nicknamed gusanos (worms) in Spanish can be built 
using tires of different sizes. Gusanos can be used during recess and for Physical Education classes. They can be 
built as long and tall as desired to provide an attractive, colorful structure that enriches outdoor areas. 

Materials How Who
• Large truck tires
• Car tires of all 

sizes
• Cement mix

1. Choose a shaded outdoor area that 
is safe from flooding during rainy 
seasons. 

2. Stack together all tires that will be 
used. Place the tallest tires at the ends 
of the finished gusano. 

3. Dig a trench that fits all of the tires, 
deep enough so that the flattest area 
of each tire’s base is covered by dirt. 

4. Before placing each tire in the trench, 
pour cement and immediately 
afterward, the dirt. Proceed with the 
next tire. Alternatively, leave some 
spaces between the tires to make the 
resulting ‘worm’ more challenging to 
jump through.

High school students: Dig trenches, 
place tires, and pour cement (always 
with support from adults). 

Primary grade students: Paint tires.

Always supervise students, especially 
those cutting and hanging materials.

Academic Integration
Grade Subject Activity

Primary school Language Arts Introduce a documentary on the process for obtaining oil and how 
plastic and rubber products are manufactured. Assign a short essay 
based on a set of provided questions and key concepts related to the 
documentary. For younger students, write a list of vocabulary words 
from the documentary on the board and have students write their 
own definition for each term along with a complete sentence using 
the word.

High school Science: 
Chemistry

Research the manufacturing and degradation process of products 
made from oil, such as rubber and plastic. Include examples of 
proper ways to dispose of such products when there is and is not 
government-provided waste management services. Students can be 
placed in groups and each one assigned a specific product.



CASE EXAMPLE
GUANACASTE INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY, COSTA RICA

WHOLE-SCHOOL SUSTAINABILITY PRINCIPLE: CATALYTIC COMMUNICATION
Communication is the primary tool for inspiring change, sharing the vision, prompting new behaviors, and recognizing 
accomplishments. Any effort to create change requires communication through a variety of channels with a clear and 
consistent message.

For Guanacaste International Academy, the bench project exemplified why a school should effectively communicate its 
sustainability goals to its different populations. Involving the school’s parents in pursuing its sustainability mission was 
key to becoming a greener institution. By thoroughly informing the families about why sustainable projects are beneficial 
for their childrens’ learning processes and growth, the school created fundamental advocates. Parents supported 
students whenever materials were requested as donations, made themselves available for building and maintenance 
tasks, and even lent tools.

Educating parents about why the school was pursuing a greener status was always considered by its principal and 
teachers as part of its overall sustainability mission. During parent-teacher conferences, the school provided a summary 
of completed green projects, thanking all supporters, and included details of upcoming green initiatives. As the garden 
benches were located at indoor and outdoor spaces accessible to parents and visitors, this project served as an effective 
reminder to the non-student population of the school’s constant efforts toward whole-school sustainability.

PROJECT TEAM:
•	 Champion: 8th grade students
•	 School principal
•	 Maintenance manager
•	 Physical Education and Science teachers
•	 High school students
•	 Volunteer parents

GARDEN BENCHES LESSON PLAN

For schools located in rural tropical regions, soccer fields are highly functional outdoor areas that can be used as 
recreational spaces and for conducting learning activities. Schools can have more than a soccer field by building 
a space for seating large numbers of spectators. Garden benches made from tires and wood can be set on the 
edges of the field and under appropriate shading to create an outdoor auditorium. The field can then be used for 
multiple extracurricular activities, special events such as students’ presentations, parent meetings, civic events, 
or games. These rustic benches can also be located throughout gardens to encourage students to socialize more 
within natural spaces during recess time. Teachers can take advantage of garden benches for group readings or 
class discussions conducted outdoors. Tables can be built in the same fashion to accompany the benches.

Materials How Who
Truck or car tires of 
the same size 
Cement mix
Dirt
Bamboo or discarded 
wood planks

1. Stack tires of the same size and then fill 
them with dirt.

2. Cut the bamboo or wood planks so that 
pieces are equal in length.

3. Place the tires with a distance between 
them that is exactly the length of the 
bamboo or wood planks.

4. Pour a layer of cement at the top of the 
filling and immediately place bamboo 
poles or wood planks on top, in parallel.

5. Finish by wrapping wire or cattle rope 
around the edges of the poles to add 
stability.

6. To build tables, stack more tires for extra 
height and use additional wood planks for 
increased width.

High school students: All steps.

Always engage a teacher and 
maintenance crew member for 
assistance and supervision

Academic Integration
Grade Subject Activity

High school Science: 
Chemistry

Introduce students to elements of the periodic table. Once 
understood, including physical and chemical properties, assign a 
documentary that explains the different toxicological effects of 
chemicals derived from improper plastic and rubber degradation, to 
both marine and land ecosystems. 



Projects for Self-
Sufficient Cafeterias

Schools operating with limited budgets are constantly faced with the challenge of how to provide 
nutritious, affordable meals to their students and teachers. By implementing the ideas in this toolkit, 
a budget-constrained school can provide its cafeteria with ingredients essential for healthy, balanced 
meals. Students can be the designers and builders of structures that produce food, and can grow the 
food themselves. All of these projects teach students about the process and costs of producing the 
foods that they eat, and offer countless options for academic integration. Connecting students and 
teachers of all grades with their cafeteria can empower them by fostering a sense of accomplishment, 
responsibility, and pride.

It is important to consider these projects as opportunities for students to learn from community 
members that typically would not be involved in school activities. These can include local farmers 
with generational knowledge on environmentally friendly growing techniques, for example. Such 
collaborators can teach students invaluable lessons on local agricultural best practices and about the 
challenges that small-scale farmers face. Gardens and farms as tools for self-sustainability should be 
more than a means to obtain ingredients needed by a school’s cafeteria; they should educate students 
on how such projects can address issues such as climate change, water scarcity, and water pollution.



CASE EXAMPLE
GUANACASTE INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY, COSTA RICA

WHOLE-SCHOOL SUSTAINABILITY PRINCIPLE: ENGAGING & ACTIVE DESIGN 
A school’s built and natural environment provides immense opportunities for students to learn about sustainability, 
science, technology, conservation, the history of their community, and more. A building can be an intentional teaching 
tool by engaging student curiosity through thoughtful design and utilization by educators. Through this interaction, the 
school’s physical place becomes a key component of the sustainability vision.

This project was inspired by a school fieldtrip to a remote, indigenous region on the north Pacific coast of Costa Rica. 
During the 10-day trip, students lived and collaborated as members of a 100% self-sufficient community that continues 
its ancestors’ traditions. Students learned how these families grow a variety of herbs in their backyards, which border the 
deep tropical jungle. Upon their return to school, students applied their newly-earned knowledge to create a space that 
provides herbs to cafeteria meals, as well as serves as an outdoor teaching tool. Change sentence and break into two: 
Involved in every step of creating the herb gardens, 7th and 12th grade students learned under the direction of a school 
parent who grew herbs just as the indigenous community does. Students learned how to select the best place to plant, 
collect and organically treat materials needed to build the beds, and maintain the gardens through low-cost approaches. 
Through these tasks, students acted as active designers and teachers found, on their campus, an opportunity to 
introduce chemistry, biology, and sustainability topics.

PROJECT TEAM:
•	 Champion: 9th grade student and his mother
•	 School principal
•	 High school students
•	 Maintenance crew
•	 Parents and other local volunteers

HERB GARDENS LESSON PLAN

An herb garden can deliver many benefits. It can provide basic ingredients to the cafeteria and natural remedies 
for common aches, and can be used as a therapeutic tool for students with learning disabilities and disciplinary 
challenges. Depending on local availability of plants, the garden could include rosemary, thyme, and basil – and 
even non-herbs such as peppers and spinach that require minimal growing space.

Materials How Who
• Prepared soil
• Fencing material, 

such as tires, 
bicycle rims, or 
bamboo poles

• Variety of seeds
• Cord

1. Prepare the soil. A local farmer can help you 
understand your area’s weather and soil 
conditions, greatly enriching student learning. 

2. Fence in the garden area using tires, bicycle 
rims, or bamboo poles, stacked horizontally.

3. Create a grid that divides the garden into smaller 
sections, making multiple parallel rows each 
consisting of smaller squares. Use the cord to set 
horizontal and vertical lines along the planting 
area, leaving at least one hand width of distance 
between lines. 

4. Choose which rows will have each herb type and 
place student-made signs at the end of each row 
to properly identify what herb is growing there.

5. On each square, plant seeds of the 
corresponding herb. 

Kindergarten, primary and 
middle school students: 
Prepare soil, paint fence, and 
plant seeds.

High school students: Build 
fence and create grid.

Academic Integration
Grade Subject Activity

Kindergarten
&
Primary school

Science Introduce plant anatomy and the plant lifecycle. Complement this 
lesson by planting seeds and young plants in each garden.

Primary & Middle 
school

Science Put each participant grade in charge of monitoring the growth process 
of a specific herb. During Science class, have students collect data 
on plant height, width, number of leaves, and general observations. 
Discuss the data from several weeks and introduce concepts such as 
photosynthesis and plants’ growth process and vascular system. 

High school Mathematics Have students quantify the weekly and monthly production of the 
garden and each herb. With this data, quantify the costs the school 
has saved by not purchasing this produce for its cafeteria. At the end 
of the school year during a parent-teacher meeting or an event that 
involves all students and parents, have the younger grades present the 
results recorded throughout the year. Have the students explain the 
garden’s total production, how it lowered cafeteria costs, and other 
benefits students received from these spaces (e.g., as therapeutic 
spaces or relief from minor aches). 



CASE EXAMPLE
GUANACASTE INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY, COSTA RICA

WHOLE-SCHOOL SUSTAINABILITY PRINCIPLE: HEALTHY SYSTEMS
A healthy system is one that balances environmental, social, and economic concerns. In schools, an infinite number 
of complex, integrated operating systems exist—from procurement and food service to cleaning and air quality 
management. Though metrics and guidelines exist to guide operational practices, school operations will be healthy only 
if the purpose, priorities, and operational practices are focused on health.

This project was developed after the school principal hired a local farmer—a man with wisdom about growing fruits and 
vegetables in the tropical dry forest—to the school’s maintenance crew. Due to extended dry seasons, the region where 
the school was located was severely impacted by lack of water. Don Jeronimo—or Mr. Jeronimo—had been planting 
food for his family for over 40 years, and at the age of 80, knew how to determine where water pockets were located 
underground.

After he joined the staff, outdoor empty spaces became rows of healthy corn, papayas, bananas, mangos, and much 
more. His innate ability to share his knowledge led teachers to include him as an instructor during many outdoor lessons. 
The spaces Mr. Jeronimo created provided the school with invaluable new learning tools for classes such as Science 
and Mathematics, while creating a reliable source of healthy produce for the school’s cafeteria. He grew the fruits and 
vegetables organically, and because they were produced on campus and no transport was required, the school decreased 
its overall carbon footprint. By focusing on aligning an operational component with the school’s mission of sustainability, 
the school was able to create an affordable, efficient system that ultimately supports student and environmental health.

PROJECT TEAM:
•	 Champion: Local farmer
•	 Maintenance manager
•	 Spanish teacher
•	 High school students

FRUIT & VEGETABLE GARDENS LESSON PLAN

A fruit and vegetable garden offers numerous benefits, including providing organic produce to the school cafeteria 
and reducing the amount of produce purchased from outside sources. This, in turn, reduces school operating costs 
and carbon emissions. Gardens should include plants that are native or easy to grow regionally.

Materials How Who
• Prepared soil
• Fencing material 

such as tires 
bicycle rims, and 
bamboo poles

• Variety of fruits 
and vegetable 
seeds

1. Prepare the soil. This process will vary 
depending on the season and specific types of 
fruits and vegetables.

2. Fence in the garden area using tires, bicycle 
rims, or bamboo poles, stacked horizontally.

3. Ask your local farmer to guide students in 
planting the fruits and vegetables. Assign 
a student with experience in farming to a 
leadership role in planting and tending the 
garden.

Local farmer and Primary 
students: Prepare the soil and 
paint fence.

High school students: Plant 
seeds and build fence.

Academic Integration
Grade Subject Activity

Primary grades Science Introduce concepts such as flowering and fruit formation processes. 
Discuss plant anatomy by having students dissect flowers and fruits 
and create anatomical drawings. Expand this to an art project by using 
recycled colored paper, magazines, and petals to add texture and 
color.  

Middle school grades Social Studies 
& Language 
Arts

Introduce students to agricultural activities predominant in their 
region/country. Discuss the economic and social benefits of 
these activities, using case examples of local families. Discuss the 
environmental issues of mono-cropping versus diverse crops. Have 
students research the benefits of growing one’s own produce. Assign 
a written report detailing which fruits and vegetables should be 
grown on campus, including the reasons why and a design of how the 
gardens should be developed.

High school Mathematics 
& Science

Quantify weekly/monthly fruit and vegetable production and use the 
data to quantify cafeteria cost savings. Present results at a parent-
teacher meeting or all-school function. Teach about soil chemistry. 
Make organic fertilizers using inexpensive, accessible materials; make 
three different ones to teach how they vary in augmenting growth and 
the flowering and fruiting stages. Conduct an experiment by applying 
the fertilizers to different plants in different growth stages, leaving 
some as a control group. Every three days, monitor the plants’ growth 
processes and plot the data in a table/chart. Discuss results every two 
weeks and determine the fertilizers’ efficiency.



CASE EXAMPLE
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WHOLE-SCHOOL SUSTAINABILITY PRINCIPLE: PROGRESSIVE EFFICIENCY
An inspiring vision for the future requires practices that are progressively more efficient in order to meet ambitious and 
achievable objectives. This commitment requires organizations to communicate their progress to the public, establish 
conservation behavior, and institutionalize progressive efficiency into policies and procedures.

This project was initially conceived by the school’s maintenance manager, who was motivated to create an infrastructure 
on a site that was damaged by an earthquake. As a reminder of the school’s resilience to the event and the camaraderie 
students had shown on that day, the maintenance manager wanted to embellish the damaged space by building 
something that would bring students together.

He discussed ideas with several teachers, learning from them that students wanted the opportunity to fish in the school’s 
neighboring creek. Due to safety regulations, this was not possible, but it ignited the idea to design a fish pond on 
campus. Thus, the project was initiated with the goal of creating a space that the students could enjoy during recess, but 
that could also provide the cafeteria with a healthy protein source, thereby lowering lunch costs. The school shared the 
project idea with parents, neighbors, and school friends, which generated donations that helped accomplish challenging 
tasks, such as covering the pond’s floor and walls with waterproof cement. Ultimately, this project supported the school’s 
sustainability objectives while also enabling the school to operate more efficiently.

PROJECT TEAM:
•	 Champion: Maintenance manager
•	 Mathematics, Spanish, and Science teachers
•	 Kindergarten, primary, and high school students
•	 Parent volunteers

FISH POND LESSON PLAN

A fish pond can provide the cafeteria with affordable, nutritious meals. A naturally-occurring freshwater body is not 
required to have a source of free fish. Students can eat meals by the water and enjoy recreational fishing.

Materials How Who
Back hoe
Shovels
Plumbing pipes
Waterproof cement
Fencing material 
(bamboo poles, 
pallets or wire mesh).

1. With students, determine where to locate the pond; 
depending on fish species, select an appropriately 
shaded or non-shaded area. Discuss pond dimensions 
(width and depth) to determine the volume of water 
needed to fill it. If large enough, a back hoe may be 
needed to dig out the first layers of soil.

2. After digging out the first layers of soil, use shovels 
to distribute dug-out soil to the pond’s sides and to 
smooth out the walls and floor. 

3. Have a teacher or maintenance staffer lead a group of 
students in cutting two pipes to be used to fill and drain 
the pond. Position each pipe on exact opposite walls 
of the pond; one should lead to the soil for draining 
purposes and the other should connect underground to 
a water source for filling purposes.

4. Have a knowledgeable volunteer or maintenance staffer 
prepare waterproof cement mix. Select a few older 
students with experience pouring cement to help pour 
cement over the walls and floor.

5. Have a third team of students and teachers oversee 
construction of a safety fence. Fence design is 
dependent on the material used. If using bamboo poles, 
stack them horizontally and vertically using ropes in 
the intersections; remember to dig deep holes for the 
vertical poles. If using palettes, cut them in halves and 
stack the sections vertically, leaving only a small space 
in between sections. If using wire mesh, dig several 
poles every meter (or less if necessary) to wrap the 
mesh around; use nails and wires to attach the mesh to 
each pole.

Primary students: 
Painting or planting at the 
pond’s edges.

High school students 
(preferably from 9th 
grade up): All steps. 
A volunteer with 
knowledge on fish farming 
or building artificial 
ponds. 

Academic Integration
Grade Subject Activity

Primary school Mathematics Use the pond’s dimensions to introduce concepts such as volume, width, 
area, and perimeter.

High school Language 
Arts & Social 
Studies

Assign a group research project on case studies of schools that have 
implemented various sustainability practices. Have each student research 
a different practice (e.g., schools that produce their own energy, grow 
their own food, collect water for consumption). Discuss the financial 
and educational benefits of these practices, and have students provide 
recommendations on which practices are viable for their school.



CASE EXAMPLE
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WHOLE-SCHOOL SUSTAINABILITY PRINCIPLE: INTERDEPARTMENTAL LEARNING 
Sustainability requires a systems-based approach; therefore, a whole-school sustainability program cannot be 
implemented without reaching across disciplines and departments. Educators, administrators, building managers, 
students, and community members must be included in any sustainability initiative. Broad-based, positive change is 
only possible when people interact across departments, roles, and schools.

Because of her background in marine conservation, the school’s principal encouraged teachers to teach students 
about the alarming amounts of plastic waste found in our oceans. One related activity became a school tradition: 
collecting trash at the beach every fourth Friday of the month. After returning from a cleanup, the principal 
discussed with the high school Science teacher the need for more hands-on projects that taught how to reuse waste. 
The teacher’s research led her to a school in Uruguay that was designed and operated using sustainability principles; 
to decorate hallways, the school used rows of hanging plastic bottles that served as aerial pots for edible plants.

This idea was embraced by Guanacaste’s principal and teachers, and the project was developed with the first and 
second grade students, who learned about plant growth, photosynthesis, and water conservation. The bottles were 
placed over rows of plants decorating outdoor hallways, enabling students to see how water that may have been 
wasted could be recycled through a drip system. The student body was asked to empty water leftovers from cups or 
bottles into the gardens. The entire school community was engaged in implementing a small, but significant, habit 
that supported the school’s sustainability goals.

PROJECT TEAM:
•	 Champion: School principal
•	 Science teachers
•	 Entire student body

HANGING GARDENS LESSON PLAN

Discarded plastic bottles are a major source of pollution globally. Recycled plastic bottles can be used to create a 
hanging garden, which consists of bottles used as aerial pots in which edible plants—such as lettuce, rosemary, and 
basil—are grown. Students can gain practice in conserving water (particularly valuable in regions where water is 
scarce) if teachers encourage them to water the gardens with leftovers from their personal containers.

Materials How Who
• Plastic bottles
• Colored shoe- 

laces
• Cutter
• Soldering iron 

pencil 
• Seeds for 

herbaceous 
plants; seedlings 
for edible plants

1. Ask students to select the plants to grow by bringing 
several types of seeds and seedlings to school, along 
with 3 to 5 large plastic bottles and 10 colored shoe 
laces. 

2. Prepare the soil.
3. Cut 2 large openings (at least 40 cm tall and 15 cm 

wide) on opposite sides of each bottle’s middle section; 
holes must be large enough that students can put hands 
through to add soil and plant seeds.

4. Using a soldering iron pencil, make several holes on 
the bottom of each bottle to drain water. Make a hole 
through the bottle’s mouth to string shoe laces through 
to hang the bottle.

5. Have students fill their bottles with soil and plant 
several seeds in each.

6. Tie several shoe laces together so each students’ bottles 
hang at the height of his/her chest.

7. On the bottle, write the name of the plant growing in it.

Kindergarten , primary 
school, and middle 
school students: All 
steps.

Teacher, teacher’s 
assistant, or volunteer: 
Cut openings and drill 
holes (can also be done 
by parents at home)

Academic Integration
Grade Subject Activity

Kindergarten & 
Primary School

Science Introduce the topics of the plant lifecycle and photosynthesis, and 
carry these throughout the lesson. After students have planted seeds, 
begin each class by conducting observations and measurements of 
seedlings. Create a chart in which students record the number of 
seedlings, and the height and health of each.

Kindergarten & 
Primary School

Social Studies Have students create signs that explain where the bottles were 
collected and the impacts of plastic pollution on marine life. Organize 
a beach cleanup. Have teams collect a specific type of waste and 
create an art or sustainability project using the collected material. 
(For example, students collecting plastic wraps could create clothing 
pieces.) 

Middle School Mathematics 
& Language 
Arts

Help students measure the amount of water recycled from their 
personal bottles and estimate their approximate daily water 
consumption. Using this data, ask each student to plot daily recycled 
water versus everyday consumption. Present results to the class and 
in an essay; address practices that can reduce water consumption at 
school and home.



CASE EXAMPLE
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WHOLE-SCHOOL SUSTAINABILITY PRINCIPLE: HEALTHY SYSTEMS
A healthy system is one that balances environmental, social, and economic concerns. In schools, an infinite number 
of complex, integrated operating systems exist—from procurement and food service to cleaning and air quality 
management. Though metrics and guidelines exist to guide operational practices, school operations will be healthy 
only if the purpose, priorities, and operational practices are focused on health.

The living fence project served as a creative solution to support the school’s operational cost savings by creating a 
needed infrastructure with waste material. At the same time, it provided students and teachers with an outdoor 
learning space. This project came to life during the school’s remodeling, associated with obtaining accreditation as 
a private school, which required new campus features. Because of the school’s limited budget, alternative solutions 
were discussed by the school’s founder and maintenance manager.

One of those solutions was living fences, as the school had access to waste tires from a previous sustainability 
project. The fences were built to meet the infrastructural requirements of accreditation while creating a space 
for flowering plants that would attract pollinators. Because of the fences’ vicinity to the pre-K and kindergarten 
classrooms, this project was conducted by these students. It was done so through a homework assignment, to be 
completed with the support of their parents: each student was to bring three flowering plants from his/her home, 
along with the name and a short summary of each. Once planted, each student created a sign for his/her plants, 
showcasing both the plants’ and the student’s name. As this project was aligned with the school’s mission of 
operating more sustainably, the school addressed an infrastructural need by considering its economic limitations and 
creating a healthy multi-purpose space.

PROJECT TEAM:
•	 Champion: School founder
•	 Maintenance manager
•	 Pre-K and kindergarten students
•	 Pre-K and kindergarten parents

LIVING FENCES LESSON PLAN

When outdoor space is limited for gardening or a fence is needed along a short perimeter, a living fence is a 
sustainable option that also serves as a teaching tool. A living fence can be made from tires positioned to create 
a system of terraces in which flowers are planted to attract pollinators, creating a small butterfly garden; fruits or 
herbs can even be grown. To support pollinators, be sure to select plants native to the region.

Materials How Who
• At least 30 tires 

of the same size
• Prepared soil 
• Seeds from a 

variety of native 
flowering plants 
(ideally those 
with long roots, 
to help secure 
the fence)

1. Select an area in which to build the fence.
2. On the ground, place 3 parallel rows of 3 to 6 tires 

(depending on tire size and desired fence length). 
3. Fill each tire’s hole with dirt and heavily compact it. 

On top, place 2 more parallel rows of tires, leaving half 
the holes from the bottom external tires exposed and 
completely covering the middle row. Fill these new tires 
with dirt and compact the soil.

4. On top, place 1 row of tires. Fill the holes with dirt, 
ensuring all tires have been properly filled so there is no 
movement.

5. Plant seeds on the exposed halves of the holes on each 
row.

Kindergarten and 
primary students: Paint 
tires and plant seeds.
High school students:  
All steps.

Academic Integration
Grade Subject Activity

Kindergarten Any Have students collect herbs/fruits from the fence and lead 
maintenance tasks, such as weeding and watering.

Primary school Science & 
Language Arts

Create a cross-disciplinary lesson on pollination. In Science class, 
discuss pollination, photosynthesis, and plant structure, observing 
pollinators in action. In Language Arts class, research which animals 
pollinate fruits and vegetables consumed by humans, and human 
activities that are decreasing their populations. Lower primary grades 
can present findings through a short video; organize a screening of 
videos for all grades to learn about the importance of pollinators. 
Upper primary grades can present research findings through a written 
report and oral class presentation.

Middle school Mathematics Teach topics such as volume, perimeter, and square and cubic areas 
using fence dimensions. Calculate volume of soil in each tire and the 
entire living fence, and total square and cubic area covered. Calculate 
the same for fences that could be built in other locations on campus, 
and how many tires are needed to build a fence with a specific height 
and length.

High school Social Studies 
(world 
geography)

Research the regions of the world that use/d terraces or pyramid-like 
structures as part of their agricultural techniques.



CASE EXAMPLE 
GUANACASTE INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY, COSTA RICA

WHOLE-SCHOOL SUSTAINABILITY PRINCIPLE: STUDENT POWERED
Placing students at the center of a sustainability program is critical to the program’s long-term success and 
the cultivation of a generation of sustainability leaders. Students have an endless supply of energy, ideas, and 
enthusiasm; and successful schools harness this invaluable, renewable resource.

From the design and construction stages to the maintenance phase, this project involved students from all grades, 
each given distinct roles. Their responsibility to the project and the team made them feel truly empowered while 
fostering a sense of ownership for their school’s well-being.  After a heavy tropical storm severely damaged a school 
classroom, abundant small pieces of roofing material were salvaged by the maintenance crew. In talking with the 
Spanish and Social Studies teacher, both of whom grew up on family farms, the maintenance manager realized that 
the school could easily create a chicken coop and small animal farm using the salvaged material.

The project was presented to the school’s principal and discussed during a staff meeting to successfully integrate it 
into Spanish, Social Studies, and Science lesson plans. Students’ parents were called on to provide needed materials, 
such as wood frames and mesh, and many donated materials recycled from their homes or obtained from building sites.

The chicken coop provided the school with fresh organic eggs, collected every morning by younger students, and 
served as the home for rabbits and turkeys raised to be sold at a farmers market organized by older students. As 
students were engaged in every step of the building process and maintenance, this project served as a powerful tool 
to connect students to their school and to be involved as leaders in an impactful project.

PROJECT TEAM:
•	 Champion: Maintenance manager
•	 Maintenance crew
•	 Spanish, Social Studies, and Science teachers
•	 School principal
•	 Entire student body
•	 Parents

CHICKEN COOP LESSON PLAN

A chicken coop, which provides free eggs and poultry meat, can be used for a variety of outdoor learning activities. 
Gathering eggs from the coop and taking them to the cafeteria can be done each day by kindergarteners; feeding 
chickens and cleaning water containers can be done by first and second graders. These daily chores can also be 
assigned to students who are facing academic or disciplinary challenges as a way to recognize their efforts.

Materials How Who
• Old chalkboards
• Mesh
• Roof panels
• Wood planks
• Old wood lockers 

or wood storage 
furniture

1. Select the area in which to build the coop, sufficiently 
away from classrooms and within a well-ventilated 
outdoor space.

2. Place chalkboards so the writable part is inside the 
coop, to allow students to draw on these or leave 
feeding/maintenance messages. 

3. To build the frame, get assistance from at least 3 adults 
with basic carpentry experience. Divide students into 
small groups. The first team can oversee cutting and 
placing wood pieces to make the frame.

4. Once the frames are in place, a second team can 
cut and set the back walls of the coop using the old 
chalkboards.

5. Simultaneously, a third team can cut pieces of mesh, 
securing it to the wood frame with nails and barbed 
staples. 

6. The first team can then work on setting the roof. 
7. A fourth team can make the door and build the 

chickens’ nesting place by stacking columns and rows of 
old wood lockers.

Kindergarten and 
primary students: Paint 
the coop’s frames.

Middle and high school 
students: All steps.
Adult Volunteers: Cut 
wood, help set roof, 
help make door.

Academic Integration
Grade Subject Activity

Middle school Language Arts Assign an essay detailing the steps followed as a team to build the 
chicken coop, including a section with interviews conducted of two 
adults who helped in the process. The essay can include case examples 
of schools that also produce poultry meat and eggs on their campus.

Middle school Mathematics Have students estimate the cafeteria’s cost savings each week, 
month, and year from the eggs and poultry meat provided for free. 
Calculations should take into account costs associated with maintaining 
the coop (e.g., food for chickens).

High school Mathematics 
(finance)

Organize an activity in which students sell organic eggs at local markets. 
During class, determine the selling price, profit goals, what profits will be 
used for, how profits will be managed, and how the produce can be more 
broadly advertised within the community.
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Green schools represent a step in the evolution of an 
educational system that has, for too long, considered 
learning a unidimensional process. In order to develop 
students with a critical mindset and with the interest 
and ability to become impactful members of their 
communities, educational programs must integrate 
academic learning along with social responsibility and 
environmental awareness. The interdisciplinary process 
through which a green school is established enables 
educators to create such an academic program where 
culture, natural resources, and society are intrinsic 
components of everyday learning. A green school is more 
than a facility that operates sustainably in regards to 
water consumption, energy use, and waste management; 
it is an efficient means to creating generations of mindful 
citizens. More so, and as showcased in this toolkit, creating 
a sustainable school is not limited to school districts with 
large operational budgets, but is available to any team 
of educators that has the commitment and passion for 
progressive teaching.

Scientific research and modern communication have 
enabled us to become more quickly and accurately 
informed about the state of our natural world. We stand 
at one of the most critical crossroads for humanity, when 
we must make changes in our daily behaviors at home, 
school, and work to decelerate the rate of destruction 
of the natural environment. By developing educational 
approaches that facilitate whole-school sustainability, 
any school can significantly reduce its contribution to 
environmental challenges like climate change and water 
pollution. Small actions, such as integrating materials re-
use into learning activities, have a ripple effect that will 
reach parents, school friends, and neighbors. In this way, 
integrating sustainability projects directly into curricula 
cultivates ecologically responsible behaviors and mindsets 
throughout a school’s community, and can serve as role 
models for other educational institutions.

This toolkit presents a series of green projects that can be 
developed with low budgets, by teachers who have 
limited exposure to sustainability, and directly integrated 

into existing curricula. It serves as a launch pad for 
school administrators and educators to take the leap 
into implementing educational projects that foster social 
equity and environmental awareness.

As illustrated by the model schools in Costa Rica and 
Indonesia, both of which operated on very constrained 
budgets, the opportunity to create hands-on, sustainable 
learning opportunities is available to any school. 
For these schools, the key ingredients for successful 
implementation of green academic projects was a team of 
mindful teachers and school administrators who wanted 
to educate beyond traditional academics. Once that 
shared purpose was established, green projects became 
the norm, and teachers and students learned first-hand 
that sustainability is not a goal restricted exclusively to 
schools with large budgets. From this realization, the 
desire to implement more whole-school sustainability 
projects was ignited. You, too, can champion whole-
school sustainability in your community.

Traditional educational systems often restrict our youth to 
a standardized learning process. Transformative education 
is necessary to develop individuals who will inspire and 
lead. Whole-school sustainability provides guidance,  
tools and processes that support educators in preparing 
their students to tackle the societal and environmental 
challenges of our time. Most importantly, whole-school 
sustainability can be achieved through a diversity of 
meaningful learning activities that can be developed by 
any school, regardless of their size and budget. Through 
green learning projects, schools can become more than 
institutions that deliver academic knowledge. They 
can evolve to guide all learners in cultivating creativity, 
curiosity, and a love for learning. Once these are fostered, 
social responsibility and environmental awareness will 
become innate attitudes shared by students, teachers, 
parents, and the school’s community. As illustrated 
through the lesson plans and cases included within this 
toolkit, you don’t need a huge budget to transform your 
school into an instrument for positive change.

Conclusion
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